due at 4:00 pm until
the grass is grown

Two will build a house;
two will destroy it.

A house needs a
leader.

When I die
and after I die, we must
die again.

And after my death,
may the grass grow.
FROM THE DESK OF

Sadie Saffy

Beauty is in the eye of the Beloved.

When one tastes
(when one tastes)
the taste is in the mouth.

(someone is real dumb)

doesn't have my brains in his ass.
FROM THE DESK OF
Sadie Saffy

"Jesus, a hair from a pig's ass is better than nothing at all. He's not worth the hair from a pig's ass.

(Men can't)

Love can see only as far as he can see."

When it's raining, carry your dress and shirt. When it's not, fill your belly.
FROM THE DESK OF
Sadie Saffy

[handwritten text]

learned: classic
in you
determination
Did you ever think you
the son of a peasant
would wear shoes

man - a piece of shit

Edward

He's no good for
shit.

(right hand)

[scribbled text]

Good
(when something is
tasteful)

It's just like putting a harness
on a dog.
1. Earn and help us to endure this life.

2. My God help us when the need is near.

3. Earn.

Don't weep! Don't weep in the graveyard! Begin to have good dreams.

4. Earn: There it is in time of need.

To see my wife, my helper in time of festivity. She is forgotten.
5. **Mrs. Sadie**
   This is what I meant.
   (or after meal)

6. **Hannie**
   If you walk in while people are sitting down
   to eat — your mother.
   Do draw where you
   cannot.

7. **May**
   This little do
   forever tender with
   her family.

8. **Jeri**
   (the contrary me)

9. **Ally**
   You'll find the
   hand

10. **Rain, Rain, Rain, Rain**
    Rain, Rain, Rain